Foster animal
record
Thank you so much for fostering! Our foster homes are the lifeblood of our organization. Please
keep this record of your foster pet and give it to the adopter when the time comes. You may want to
keep a copy for yourself as well.
Basic information
How did this animal come to you? ____________________________________________________
When did you receive it? ___________________________________________________________
Approximate date of birth __________________________________________________________
Breed(s) (best guess) _____________________________________________________________
Appearance (markings, etc.) ________________________________________________________
Medical
Parvo-distemper vaccine (“puppy shots”) — Give one as soon as possible after getting the
animal, then every two weeks for puppies. Just one for adults. Place label from vial on this form.
Date

Age

Label

Date

Age

Label
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Rabies vaccine — This must be administered by a veterinarian. If you still have your
foster animal when it is four months old, take it to a vet for the vaccine. If you receive a
tag, put it on the animal’s collar. Keep your rabies certificate and attach it here:

Spay-neuter — Blackhat does its best to assure every pet we adopt out is spayed or
neutered. Sometimes this is not possible because of conditions on the reservation, or
the animal is too young (some vets will not spay or neuter an animal under a certain age
or weight). Do your best to arrange a spay or neuter for your foster pet. Blackhat will
reimburse you.
Date of spay-neuter: _____________________________________________________
Performed by __________________________________________________________
If your vet gives you a spay-neuter certificate, attach it here:
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Parasites — Many of the rez dogs, because of their haphazard diet, have worms, ticks
and other parasites. It is a good idea to de-worm your pet with an over-the-counter
product, or at the vet even if worms are not visible in the stool. Ticks are endemic on the
Navajo Nation. Please purchase a tick and flea collar, or a product like Frontline for your
pet (Blackhat will reimburse). Because of their grooming habits, cats seldom have ticks
and may not need to be treated. BUT IF THEY DO BE SURE TO USE A PRODUCT
MADE FOR CATS. Some of the compounds used on dogs, like Canine Frontline, can
kill a cat. If your foster has ticks and you have let him in the house, chances are you
have them in your house. Over-the-counter sprays like the ones made by Hartz are
effective in controlling ticks in carpet and bedding. Mange is another common problem
among rez dogs and can be treated with Ivermectin, but you need to get the dosage
right. Consult your vet or an experienced volunteer about using Ivermectin on your pet.
It is available at feed stores or your vet can treat. Keep this log of parasite treatment.

Parasite

date

treatment

Other medical issues — Log other medical issues and vet checkups here

Issue

date of vet visit

treatment
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Behavior
Work with your pet as much as you have time for. A dog that is housebroken and knows
what a leash is, is much more adoptable than one that ruins carpets and can’t be taken
on walks in the city. On this page, keep a record of your pet’s demeanor and behavior,
and any milestones (housebroken, learned to sit, etc.) Blackhat has a library of training
manuals available for our foster volunteers’ use.
Demeanor at intake — (timid, alpha, food-aggressive, etc.) !
!
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Milestones
What learned (sit, etc.)

Date

Comment

Adoption
This is the moment you and your foster pet have been preparing for! Congratulations!
Make sure your pet’s adopter has read and signed the adoption contract, and that you
exchange contact information in case they or you have any questions. If possible, give
them a copy of the contract so they remember what they signed.
Date adopted __________________
By ___________________________
Special instructions or notes to adopter____________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Foster parent’s contact info______________________________________________

